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Abstract Deciphering the polymorphic nature and the degree of iron lattice-preferred orientation in the
Earth’s inner core holds a key to understanding the present status and evolution of the inner core. A multi-
phase lattice-preferred orientation pattern is obtained for the top 350 km of the inner core by means of the
ab initio based Candy Wrapper Velocity Model coupled to a Monte Carlo phase discrimination scheme. The
achieved geographic distribution of lattice alignment is characterized by two regions of freezing, namely
within South America and the Western Central Pacific, that exhibit an uncommon high degree of lattice ori-
entation. In contrast, widespread regions of melting of relatively weak lattice ordering permeate the rest of
the inner core. The obtained multiphase lattice-preferred orientation pattern is in line with mantle-
constrained geodynamo simulations and allows to setup an ad hoc mineral physics scenario for the com-
plex Earth’s inner core. It is found that the cubic phase of iron is the dominating iron polymorph in the out-
ermost part of the inner core.

1. Introduction

The interior structure of the Earth in its simplest approximation is layered in a similar fashion to onion-like
spherical shells, and its center represents one of the most inaccessible and enigmatic parts of our planet.
The deepest layer is known as the Earth’s inner core, a rather small (less than 1% of the entire Earth’s vol-
ume) spherical, solid body pinpointed exactly at the Earth’s center, and made of a pseudomolten iron-nickel
(Fe-Ni) alloy. The inner core material is thus subjected to extreme physical conditions, with a temperature
similar to the Sun’s surface temperature of 6,000 K and a pressure range from 330 to 360 GPa (Dziewonski &
Anderson, 1981). It is the Earth’s gradual cooling that causes the inner core to grow by solidification of the
surrounding melted alloy in the lowermost outer core layer. The release of latent heat and the extraction of
impurities into the liquid iron produce buoyant fluid that stirs the outer core and generates the Earth’s mag-
netic field (Braginsky, 1963; Gubbins, 1977; Loper, 1978; Verhoogen, 1961). Apart from a fundamental inter-
est in the Earth’s dynamo, the study of the mechanism behind the inner core growing may be crucial to
enhance the understanding of the complex heterogeneous isotropic and anisotropic seismic structures of
the inner core, which is one of the earliest and long-standing pieces of puzzle that arouse from seismic
observations (e.g., Morelli et al., 1986; Shearer, 1994; Shearer & Toy, 1991). Nowadays, it is well accepted
that the thermal mantle convection with low velocities (0.1 m/yr), regulates the cooling of the low-viscosity
outer core, where rapid flows can exist (104 m/yr), thus indirectly setting the speed of inner core growth
(0.5 mm/yr). A preferential crystal alignment, i.e., texture, can be established at the time of solidification or
may even develop as a result of successive deformation of the solid core material.

The inner core crystallizes from the center outward because the core’s melting temperature increases with
depth faster than the core geotherm (Jacobs, 1953). The freezing of the outer-core material, basically a
melted iron (�85 wt %)-nickel (�5 wt %) alloy with �10 wt % of light elements (Si, S, O, C, P, H. . .etc.),
results in an outward crystallization at a rate that is controlled by the heat extraction from the core by man-
tle convection. To date, three potential causes of crystal alignment during the solidification of the core
material were considered: (i) compressional and tensional deformation due to nonuniform growth of the
core (Yoshida et al., 1996), (ii) dendritic solidification (Bergman, 1997), and (iii) crystal alignment due to Max-
well stresses (Buffett & Wenk, 2001; Karato, 1999). According to the first mechanism, solidification of liquid
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iron at Inner Core Boundary (ICB) occurs under shear compression across the liquid-solid interface, a process
that favors the development of spatially oriented iron microcrystals. Dendritic crystallization instead origi-
nates from the supercooled liquid metal via fast crystal nucleation. This process leads to relatively small
crystal grains displaced in a complex multibranching tree-like pattern. The third mechanism considers the
possibility that iron crystals nucleated at the ICB region would align according to the local magnetic field
lines during sedimentation, providing that grain rotation is faster than sedimentation’s velocity. The magni-
tude of these magnetic effects (Ruban et al., 2013), together with crystal size, heat flow conditions, turbu-
lence, and local spatial orientation of the magnetic field would lead to different and rather complex unit
cell orientations (Karato, 1993). All these three mechanisms were so far considered the engine for building
texture and assembling a degree of Lattice Preferred Orientation (LPO) in the core material, though the den-
dritic solidification and the compressional-tensional deformation are mechanisms that are most likely influ-
enced by heat flow variations. Assuming the present-day viscosity regime, strain rates produced by Lorentz
forces are perhaps insufficient to sustain texturing in the consolidated inner core material (Lasbleis et al.,
2015), even though they can still play a role in the crystallizing process underneath freezing spots.

In this study, we are seeking to answer what drives the lattice ordering in different regions of the inner core
by accounting for a precise multiphase iron-solidification pattern at the ICB. This knowledge will provide
stronger constraints on the mechanisms that are governing the thermochemical evolution of the core mate-
rial, which is an essential step forward to understanding the internal dynamics of the Earth’s core.

A possible way to accomplish this type of key information is first to rely on a particular thermal heat-flux
pattern obtained from dynamical simulations and then working out backward the spatial distribution of
iron crystal alignment at ICB. For instance, supposing that the inner core crystallizes dendritically (Bergman
et al., 2000, 2005), the resulting growing dendrite pattern at the ICB would be shaped by the local direction
and strength of the selected heat flux (Chalmers, 1964). This would yield a heat-flow driven preferred tex-
ture that can explain both elastic anisotropy and hemispherical dichotomy of the inner core (Niu & Wen,
2001; Tanaka & Hamaguchi, 1997). Thus, a direct connection between the heat-flux from geodynamic mod-
els and the amount of LPO at ICB could be established (Sumita & Olson, 1999). Nevertheless, the main draw-
back of this approach resides in the choice of the heat-flux pattern, which is rather critical and, overall, not
unique, leading to results that are strongly model-dependent. As a matter of fact, three different dynamical
models were so far proposed (Table 1). According to the scenario suggested by Aubert et al. (2008), the con-
nection between the lowermost mantle and the inner core induces textural heterogeneity on the core’s
solidification front. The liquid flow in the outer core is characterized by the presence of cyclones and anticy-
clones, with the largest cyclone beneath the Southeast Asia. In this model, the heat-flux at the ICB can only
be positive, that is outward from the inner to the outer core. The texture of the inner core material corre-
sponding to the areas of fast and slow growth could be characterized by the existence of small and large
grains, respectively. Monnereau et al. (2010) and Alboussi�ere et al. (2010), introduced a second dynamical
model scenario where a superadiabatic inner core with a harmonic degree-one thermal heterogeneity indu-
ces displacement of core material to maintain its center of mass. Melting on the warmer side (quasi-Eastern
Hemisphere, q-EH) and crystallization on the colder one (quasi-Western Hemisphere, q-WH) are the postu-
lated mechanisms that operate in removing positive (q-EH) and negative (q-WH) hemispherical topogra-
phies. Texture of the inner core corresponding to the areas of freezing and melting could be then
characterized by the existence of large and small grains. Specifically, larger grains are expected to grow in
the hotter q-EH, while small grains are more likely to form in the colder q-WH. Lately, Gubbins et al. (2011)

Table 1
A Summary of the Main Dynamical Scenarios Used to Explain the Observed Seismological Data

Dynamical scenario Large grains Small grains
Main spherical

harmonic pattern

Aubert et al. (2008) Pacific (weak heat
flow, slow growth)

Southeast Asia (strong heat
flow, faster growth)

Y2,2

Monnereau et al. (2010) and
Alboussière et al. (2010)

q-EH
(melting)

q-WH
(freezing)

Y1,1

Gubbins et al. (2011) Pacific (inward heat
flow, melting)

Circum-pacific-belt (outward heat
flow, freezing)

Y2,2
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suggested a third model scenario where, unlike the model of Aubert et al. (2008), the heat-flux at ICB can
assume both positive and negative sign, thus causing either freezing or melting. The most relevant differ-
ence between the model of Monnereau et al. (2010) and Alboussi�ere et al. (2010) and those of Aubert et al.
(2008) and Gubbins et al. (2011), in the context of how regional variations in lattice orientation can develop,
lays in dominant harmonic degree-one structure of the former models. A more detailed review of the
abovementioned dynamical models can be found in Tkalčić (2015, 2017).

A way to overcome ambiguity in choosing a reference heat-flux model becomes possible by approaching
the problem from a slightly different angle. Here, we propose an inside-out view of the heat-flux action,
where the cause-effect relationship between the known heat-flux (the cause) and the unknown lattice align-
ment (the effect) is flipped. Our known variable is now the LPO spatial distribution at the ICB, whereas the
unknown magnitude is here denoted by the direction and strength of the heat-flux. The advantage of such
a methodology is twofold: (i) the LPO pattern at the ICB can be directly computed from the analysis of seis-
mic data without the need to rely on, a priori, a specific theoretical heat-flux pattern, and (ii) the achieved
LPO distribution can be further used to discriminate between different dynamical heat-flux models and,
most importantly, impose critical boundary conditions for novel geodynamical simulations.

In the following sections, we first explain how we obtain the geographic distribution and degree of LPO at
the ICB by bridging together seismic data with ab initio elastic tensors of various iron model phases. We
then analyze its implications for a reference heat-flux scenario. We describe the mineral physics mechanism
responsible for the heterogeneous seismic structure in the shallow part of the inner core. Velocity of com-
pressional waves is then discussed in terms of a more generalized mineral physic scenario that explicitly
takes into account the iron multiphase nature of the Earth’s inner core.

2. Data and Methods

With the aim to address the degree of LPO for a set of seismic data, one would ideally select the thermodynami-
cally most stable mineralogical phase of iron at a given depth (beneath the ICB) and then work out the LPO by
matching the theoretical and observed travel-times of seismic waves that are probing the inner core. Nonetheless,
the ab initio thermodynamic stability of the two most likely iron phases for the inner core, namely the body-
centered-cubic (bcc) and its hexagonal-close-packed form (hcp), becomes very similar beneath the ICB (Belonoshko
et al., 2003). The two phases are then said to be competitive model systems under the same P,T-conditions, and
this hampers the application of the principle of minimum energy in discriminating the two iron polymorphs espe-
cially given the uncertainty of amount and composition of light elements. The alternative method that we are here
proposing relies on the search for the iron model phase that shows the smallest uncertainty in the theoretical seis-
mic wave velocity. This procedure guarantees the achievement of the most precise LPO pattern beneath the ICB
by discriminating the various iron polymorphs on the basis of pure stochastic reasoning.

In the following we describe how the geographical distribution of the iron lattice preferred orientation was
achieved at the ICB via the Candy Wrapper Velocity Model (CWVM) (Mattesini et al., 2013). Such an inner core
compressional velocity model connects high-quality inner core-probing seismic data, i.e., the differential
travel times of PKPbc and PKIKP waves with a sensitivity down to a maximum of 350 km depth beneath the
ICB (Leykam et al., 2010; Tkalčić et al., 2002; Young et al., 2013), together with the elastic constants of differ-
ent iron polymorphs from first-principles molecular dynamics calculations (Mattesini et al., 2010). The CWVM
is a multiphase iron model that allows accounting for a complex pseudolocalized anisotropy beneath the
ICB. Accordingly, we have considered an inner core picture that is slightly more complex than the two-end-
member cases, the large-scale anisotropic structure due to plastic deformation (i.e., a global cylindrical
anisotropy; Lincot et al., 2015) from one side and, the perfect stratification regime (i.e., a very localized
anisotropy) from the other. The CWVM is able to sustain a core configuration that is halfway, where a finer
conglomerate of complex multiphase domains builds up the outermost inner core (Mattesini et al., 2013;
Tkalčić, 2010). Among various iron model phases, the CWVM incorporates the cubic structure with [111]
crystal direction parallel to the Earth’s spinning axis, which is known as the cylindrically averaged body-
centered-cubic (bcc) phase. According to the cylindrically anisotropic model (Song, 1997; Stixrude & Cohen,
1995; Thomsen, 1986), the polar-equatorial velocity difference for bcc is 2.64%, while for the hexagonal-
close-packed aggregates such variation amounts to 1.95% (Mattesini et al., 2010). Therefore, differences in
seismic wave velocities along the polar and equatorial paths are significantly dissimilar for the two types of
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aggregates, unlike those presented in Figure 3 of Romanowicz et al. (2016). It is certainly worth remarking
that the cylindrically averaged cubic iron is the mineral physics model with the largest anisotropy in the
compressional wave velocity (Vp) (Mattesini et al., 2010).

As Vp in the CWVM depends on both ray-angle (n) and percentage of LPO (Figure 1), it becomes possible to
obtain an LPO distribution pattern for a specific iron model phase, such as for the bare Fe-bcc, its cylindri-
cally averaged form (Fe2bcc) and the Fe-hcp system. The main difference between the bare bcc and its
cylindrical arrangement resides on the direction of the fast velocity axis, i.e., the main diagonal of the unit
cell. While the bare bcc has its fast velocity axis at 54.748 from the crystallographic c-axis, the main diagonal
of the cylindrically averaged bcc is parallel to the vertical c-axis direction. Hence, the symmetry of the elastic
tensor changes from cubic (Fe-bcc) to hexagonal (Fe2bcc).

We then considered the LPO as a numerical coefficient that, for a selected crystal phase and a given ray-
angle, allow matching the theoretical velocity curve to a seismically observed travel time residual. The LPO
variable assumes values between 0 (0% of lattice alignment) and 1 (100% of lattice ordering), and can be
analytically computed from a modified form of the CWVM (Mattesini et al., 2013). The worked out mathe-
matical relationship for LPO is shown below for a generic iron model phase (phase 5 bcc, bcc or hcp):

LPO Fe2phaseð Þ5
FDTTR n; hð Þ � V Fe2phaseð Þ

po

Vp nð Þ Fe2phaseð Þ
2V Fe2phaseð Þ

po

h i ; (1)

where the Vp nð Þ Fe2phaseð Þ term stands for the ab initio computed sound velocity at a specific ray-angle value
(n), V Fe2phaseð Þ

po is the reference polycrystalline compressional velocity, and FDTTR(n,h) represents the Frac-
tional Differential Travel-Time Residual for a particular n and azimuthal-angle (h):

Figure 1. Fractional differential travel-time residuals versus ray-angle for the Candy Wrapper Velocity Model. Solid lines are
the different LPO percentages (0–100%), while open circles are the employed seismic data points, red for the quasi-west-
ern hemisphere, and blue for the quasi-eastern hemisphere according to the definition of hemispherical structure out-
lined in Tanaka and Hamaguchi (1997). Blue, green, and gray lines are the theoretical velocity curves from first-principles
calculations. Modified from Figure 4b of Mattesini et al. (2013).
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FDTTR n; hð Þ5
t D; n; hð Þobs

PKPbc2t D; n; hð Þobs
PKIKP

h i
2 t Dð Þak135

PKPbc 2t Dð Þak135
PKIKP

h i
tic Dð Þak135

PKIKP

(2)

For a given epicentral distance (D), the model assumes that the observed PKPbc and PKIKP differential
travel times t D; n; hð Þobs

PKPbc2t D; n; hð Þobs
PKIKP

h i
are minimally affected by the Earth’s structure outside the inner

core due to close proximity of PKPbc and PKIKP ray paths. The Hill’s averaging method (Hill, 1952) for both
bulk and shear moduli was applied to obtain the reference P-wave velocity propagation in a polycrystalline
media V Fe2phaseð Þ

po

h i
, whereas the spherically symmetric Earth’s model ak135 (Kennett et al., 1995) was used

to compute theoretical differential travel-times t Dð Þak135
PKPbc 2t Dð Þak135

PKIKP

h i
and the time a PKIKP wave stays

inside the inner-core, tic Dð Þak135
PKIKP . The advantage of working with the dimensionless quantity FDTTR(n,h)

resides on the fact that we can now operate within a more simple travel-time-ray-angle configuration space,
without accounting for by variations in the epicentral distance.

By applying equation (1), it is thus possible to associate an LPO value to every single seismic data point
accounted so far in the CWVM of Figure 1. We note, however, that such a straightforward procedure can
only be applied when the selected data point is underlined by a single theoretical velocity curve, just as
indicated by the point P1 in Figure 1. When more than one iron model is able to match the same FDTTR
value (see for instance points P2 and P3 in Figure 1), then a more complex procedure must be adopted. In
these cases, we make use of the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling technique to monitor the statistical error prop-
agation in the first-principles-computed sound velocities so as to discriminate between two or more theoret-
ical curves that can potentially describe the same seismic data point. Particularly, we examine how the
systematic errors from ab initio total energy calculations are propagating inside the averaging formulas
used to obtain sound velocities. Note that, contrary to the work of Lincot et al. (2015), where the MC
method was used to freely span among all possible lattice orientations, the MC sampling here is applied to
differentiate between several frozen model phases, whose crystal orientations were initially set by the
CWVM. Therefore, in this study, the MC scheme is applied just after a search for the preferred lattice orienta-
tions, allowing to select the phase that best describes the observed FDTTR. The advantage of such a con-
strained searching route relies on the fact that the employed iron models are allowed to keep the same
orientation constraints found earlier through the CWVM. This is a way of fulfilling the minimal misfit condi-
tion (Mattesini et al., 2013) in the seismic data and, to save important physical properties that are intrinsic
to certain iron models. For instance, the two preferential orientations captured earlier by the CWVM for the
cubic structured iron polymorph (bcc and bcc) might be a sign of a specific response function to magnetic
susceptibility during lattice alignment (Ruban et al., 2013). Thus, a set of important physical information can
be saved during the entire modeling sequence, instead of being lost in an unconstrained MC procedure.

For clarity, we show the details of our technique when applied to a simple test case, the point P2 labeled in
Figure 1, where the FDTTR value can be equally accounted for by the sound velocity curve of Fe-bcc with
an LPO of 60% or by the bare Fe-bcc with and LPO of 80%. In order to distinguish between the two iron
models, we first let vary the values of the computed ab initio elastic constants cij (Mattesini et al., 2013) by
using a normal distribution of errors, as shown in the following equation:

c kð Þ
ij 5cij1De � rand kð Þ (3)

where De 5 5 GPa is the absolute maximum error and rand(k) is the kth-normally distributed pseudorandom
number spanning the interval [–1, 11]. Therefore, after having generated N 5 104 random numbers
(k51 � � �N) for each cij we obtain a set of normally distributed elastic constants, which are finally used to
compute the following distribution of compressional velocities (Auld, 1973; Thomsen, 1986):

V bcc
p nð Þ kð Þ

5 2qð Þ2
1
2 � c kð Þ

11 1c kð Þ
44 1 c kð Þ

11 2c kð Þ
44

� �2
cos 2 2nð Þ1 c kð Þ

12 2c kð Þ
44

� �2
sin 2 2nð Þ

� �1
2

( )1
2

(4)

V bcc
p nð Þ kð Þ

5q21 � c kð Þ
11 1 4c kð Þ

44 12c kð Þ
13 22c kð Þ

11

� �
cos 2 nð Þ1 c kð Þ

33 1c kð Þ
11 24c kð Þ

44 22c kð Þ
13

� �
cos 4 nð Þ

h i1
2

(5)

By knowing the density (q) of the model phase via ab initio calculations, the above scheme lends itself to a
possibility to monitor how an error De generated in the computation of cij propagates and affects the
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theoretical velocity curves shown in Figure 1. The achieved histograms of longitudinal velocities are shown
in Figure 2 for an averaged polycrystalline iron material (Figure 2a) and for the bcc model phases (bare and
cylindrically averaged), respectively (Figures 2b and 2c). By inspecting the width of the Gaussian distribu-
tion, we are now able to choose the iron model that best describes the observed seismic data point. Since
for the specific point P2 the Fe-bcc model shows the lowest standard deviation (r), an LPO percentage can
be analytically assigned via equation (1) by using the most probable V p nð Þ Fe2bccð Þ and V po values. The latter
numbers correspond to the maxima in the curves fitting of the histograms shown in Figure 2. Using this
procedure, the P2 point can finally be assigned to the Fe-bcc model phase with 60% of lattice ordering. The
same kind of statistical approach can be further applied to the more complicated test case P3 of Figure 1,
where three different types of velocity curves can, in principle, account for the same seismic data point.

From a more systematic application of the above procedure it was possible to assign each FDTTR point to a
specific iron model and to a characteristic degree of LPO. Among the 1,058 seismic data points that were con-
sidered in this work, 58.8% were uniquely assigned to a single model phase (i.e., 14.3% to bcc, 23.4% to hcp,
and 21.1% to bcc) without the need of applying the aforementioned statistical discrimination scheme. How-
ever, for the remaining 41.2% of data, the Monte Carlo method was used to discern in between two (38.6%)
or three (2.6%) possible overlapping iron models. Figure 1 shows that there are few points (22) with negative
FDTTRs at ray-angles between 208–308 and 608–708 which are escaping from the CWVM. Because we only con-
template the existence of a positive LPO value, those points were not considered in our procedure and left
their LPO unassigned. As a general tendency, we found that the cylindrically averaged Fe2bcc system is gen-
erally preferred over the other iron models (i.e., it always shows the lowest standard deviation), except in the
ray-angle interval between 408 and 508, where the two cubic models have very similar r values (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Compressional velocities obtained by Monte Carlo sampling (N 5 104 points) applied to the test point P2 from
Figure 1 (n 5 29.878 and FDTTR 5 1.483 1022). The red lines are the best curve fits to the histograms. (top: a) Refers to the
cubic polycrystalline model, (middle: b) a cylindrically averaged bcc iron, and (lower: c) the bare bcc iron.
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The outcome of such a new methodology is in line with previous findings (Mattesini et al., 2010, 2013),
where the cylindrically averaged Fe2bcc model was found to be the dominating iron phase in the shallow
part of the inner core. The featured procedure simultaneously allows carrying out a crystal phase differentia-
tion and a lattice preferred-orientation analysis for the principal iron phases at the Earth’s inner core condi-
tions. This provides a basis for working out a multiphase LPO pattern at the ICB, which has a special
meaning in addressing the entangled physical behavior of the Earth’s inner core.

3. Results and Discussion

A deep insight into the mechanism for lattice alignment in the inner core can be achieved by discerning the
spatial distribution of LPO at the ICB. As discussed in the previous section, such important mineral physics
inference can be indirectly made from travel time residuals of seismic waves that are probing the inner core
along different spatial directions. The achieved iron LPO pattern is shown in Figure 4 and consists of two
rather well-confined areas with a high degree of lattice alignment (more than 40%), located beneath the radi-
ally projected South America and the Western Central Pacific regions. Their geographic positions are in good
agreement with the initial boundary conditions in constrained geodynamo simulations, where the effect of
mantle inhomogeneity on heat flow through the ICB was explicitly taken into account (e.g., Gubbins et al.,
2011). The two high LPO zones correspond to strong heat flux outward the ICB, where a localized freezing of
the core material is taking place. Therefore, the achieved LPO map distribution seems to mirror the heat flux
pattern on ICB, which is in turn imposed by the temperature profile at the Core Mantle Boundary (CMB).

If the heat flow across the ICB is governed by the distribution of heterogeneities in the lowermost man-
tle through quasistationary flows in the outer core (Gubbins et al., 2011), it is possible that

Figure 3. Standard deviation versus ray-angle after Monte Carlo calculations (N 5 104 points) for the entire set of seismic
data points considered in the CWVM. Test calculations using De up to 20 GPa were carried out without observing signifi-
cant changes in the results shown in this figure.
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seismologically detected multiscale heterogeneities in the lowermost mantle (Tkalčić et al., 2015) can
complicate the iron crystallization pattern at ICB. This complex pattern has not yet been fully revealed
by the seismological probes, but the recently observed regional variation in compressional velocity
(Huang et al., 2015; Wu & Irving, 2017; Yee et al., 2014) and attenuation (Attanayake et al., 2014; Iritani
et al., 2014; Pejić et al., 2017) suggest more wide-spread complexity that yet has to be fully mapped and
understood. According to the scenario envisaged by the constrained geodynamic simulations, the
regional melting and freezing mechanism of the core material provides itself a cause for seismic anoma-
lies in the inner core. Areas of freezing will be made of layers of recently formed (young) and unconsoli-
dated material, where the crystal alignment is more favorable. In such conditions, if the axis along
which crystals are oriented corresponds to a fast velocity direction, then these regions would be com-
patible with a high velocity zone, as already pointed out (Mattesini et al., 2013). Zones of melting
instead, which embody the majority of the ICB, will consist of a precompressed (old) core material with
a less marked crystal alignment pattern. A finer and by far more complex variation in P-wave velocity at
ICB can be further attributed to compositional modification of the inner core material (i.e., different iron
polymorphs and amount of light elements) and to changes in its rheological properties (texture, grain
size, defects, etc.).

As shown in Table 1, various geodynamical simulations testing the core-mantle boundary effects envis-
age a grain size difference between the two hemispheres, with larger grains at the central Pacific region
(Aubert et al., 2008; Gubbins et al., 2011). It is acknowledged, however, that such a specific grain size
modulation is not strictly required by these models (Tkalčić, 2015). The convective translational model
(Alboussi�ere et al., 2010; Monnereau et al., 2010) predicts even larger longitudinal grain size differences
between the two hemispheres but, its interpretation from scattering still remains challenging (Attanayake
et al., 2014). Indeed, a number of thermodynamic calculations are not sustaining such a large grain size
difference across the inner core (Bergman, 1998; Bergman et al., 2010; Buffett, 1997; Deguen et al., 2007;
Yoshida et al., 1996). Therefore, because of the shortcoming physical support to any precise grain size

Figure 4. The LPO pattern at the ICB via the Candy Wrapper Velocity Model coupled to a Monte Carlo phase discrimination scheme for the three iron model phases.
The concentration of green/yellow/orange/red-filled circles indicates the localized regions within South America and the Western Central Pacific with a remarkable
(>40%) degree of LPO. Latitude and longitude here refer to the ICB piercing entrance of PKIKP waves. Coastlines were radially projected onto the ICB surface to
guide the eye. The reported LPO values were computed within a maximum error of 610% by assuming a systematic uncertainty of the order of 61023 (dimen-
sionless) in the FDTTR values.
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distribution at ICB, we hereby do not assume a priori any highly constrained dependence on grain size
variation at ICB and simply consider that regions of melting will likely contain larger grains than those
beneath freezing zones.

By knowing that structure and properties of a crystalline material are closely related to each other, the elas-
ticity of the inner core, its seismic response, density, heat capacity and heat conductivity essentially depend
on the phase diagram of iron at core conditions. Thus, to shed light on the specific iron phase distribution
at ICB we made use of the CWVM through the stochastic discrimination criterion introduced in section 2.
The outcome of such a working technique is shown in Figure 5, where each seismic data point was assigned
to a precise type of iron polymorph. The complex mineralogical distribution of iron bcc and hcp identified in
Figure 5 points to a zone-specific physical behavior of the core material that varies in accordance to the dif-
ferent areas probed by the propagating seismic rays. Worth noting is that the achieved mineralogical pat-
tern provides another indirect evidence for bcc iron stability at the core conditions (Belonoshko et al., 2003)
and plays a key role in addressing regional variations for wave velocity. The South America and the Western
Central Pacific freezing zones can be ascribed to the bcc polymorph, which is an intrinsically fast (Mattesini
et al., 2013) and a remarkably anisotropic iron phase (Mattesini et al., 2013) with a nonvanishing magnetic
susceptibility at core conditions (Ruban et al., 2013).

Nowadays, it is well accepted that crystal defects as stacking faults, twin boundaries and dislocations are com-
mon in solid iron and can contribute to texture formation in all types of iron polymorphs. However, as recently
demonstrated by Belonoshko et al. (2017), bcc iron is the only phase that holds an efficient atomic diffusion
process inside its crystal lattice. This type of self-diffusion mechanism, which takes place along the [110] direc-
tions of the cubic lattice, might play a crucial role during texturing of bcc iron. Although a multiscale modeling
approach is required to draw any precise conclusion about texture formation in the cubic iron, it is worth not-
ing that such a distinctive atomic diffusion mechanism does not exist for the hcp phase. The highly dissipative
atomic motion in iron bcc could be further responsible for an uncommon (e.g., higher) seismic wave attenua-
tion response of the cubic iron with respect to the hexagonal phase. As such, the wide distribution area dis-
closed by the cubic phases at ICB, with a special extension on the eastern hemisphere (Figure 5), can itself
explain the seismically observed hemispherical velocity variations (Mattesini et al., 2010; Niu & Wen, 2001;

Figure 5. Red circles represent iron bcc (either in the bare or in the cylindrically averaged form), while green ones refer to the hcp phase.
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Tanaka & Hamaguchi, 1997), and might be also responsible for the
complex attenuation pattern found in recent studies (Attanayake et al.,
2014; Iritani et al., 2014; Pejić et al., 2017).

In light of these considerations, we hereby propose a common min-
eral physics scenario for the South America and the Western Central
Pacific spots and a different one for the rest of the inner core. As com-
mented earlier, the localized South America and the Western Central
Pacific regions are distinguished by a freezing-like core material con-
sisting of relatively well-packed small grains of cubic phase with a
remarkable high degree of LPO. A simplified sketch of such a core-
type material is shown in Figure 6. The large degree of lattice ordering
beneath these zones can be justified by the presence of a strong out-
ward heat flux that can efficiently texture the cubic iron lattice.
Because of the high degree of lattice alignment, seismic anisotropy is
also expected to be remarkably high under these areas. However, due
to the limited ray-angle probing window we could not clearly address
this property. The rest of the inner core is marked by a rather exten-
sive melting-like region with a low level of LPO (Figure 4). Such a type
of core material is thus characterized by larger grains made of an
admixture of both hexagonal and cubic phase (Figure 7). As illustrated
in Figure 5, bcc iron dominates the outermost part of the inner core
except for the region beneath the Central America. It is in this region
where the presence of the slower hcp polymorph is maximized, pro-
viding a low velocity zone for compressional waves.

It is worth remarking that the most salient freezing-like heat flux fea-
tures foreseen in the dynamic model of Gubbins et al. (2011) were
here reproduced in the LPO pattern of Figure 4. However, a finer and
overall spatially more distributed seismic sampling of the inner core is
highly required in order to clearly discriminate between different geo-
dynamic settings. Addressing whether the spherical harmonic devel-
opment of the LPO map (not shown here) is dominated by the same
m 5 1 pattern of the geodynamical model of Monnereau et al. (2010)
and Alboussi�ere et al. (2010), or instead favors a spherical harmonic
degree-two of Aubert et al. (2008) and Gubbins et al. (2011) (or even
higher degrees), remains a complicated task as long as sparseness
in the seismic data is not mitigated by the introduction of new
observations.

It should be noted that, although the accomplished LPO distribution
was developed from seismic data with a marked degree-one heteroge-
neity in isotropic velocity (see Figure 4b in Mattesini et al., 2013; Tkalčić
et al., 2002), it is not trivial to expect the same kind of degree-one pat-
tern to be reflected into the geographic distribution of LPO. In principle,
similar seismic travel-time residuals can be either described by high or
low degree of crystal alignment depending on the probing ray-angle
value. And, this is a direct consequence of the sinusoidal form of the
theoretical velocity functions that constitute the CWVM of Figure 1. We
remark that the removal of the rather controversial South Sandwich
Island (SSI) data, which could carry a strong mantle biased signal either
from the SSI subduction slab and/or from the Alaskan slab side (Roma-
nowicz et al., 2003; Tkalčić, 2010), do not qualitatively modify the result-
ing LPO distribution at the ICB. As a matter of fact, the SSI-Alaska paths
are characterized by strong FDTTRs and small ray-angles that basically
enlarge and reinforce the South America spot shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the inner core material beneath the
freezing regions (i.e., an outward heat flux) of the South America and the West-
ern Central Pacific spots. Thickness of the relatively small grains in a freezing-
like environment is measured by Df (km). Gray zones represent the surrounding
boundary atoms (i.e., surface atoms with higher internal energy than bulk
atoms) that are separating pure grains.

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the inner core material beneath the wide-
spread melting-like region of the ICB. Larger grains (Dm�Df) are assumed to
develop beneath an inward heat flux. As shown in Figure 5, the amount of hcp
grains (green blocks) is maximized beneath the Central America region and
minimized when moving toward the eastern hemisphere. The subscripts of D
indicate either melting-(m) or freezing-like (f) conditions.
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4. Conclusions

We show that rheological properties alone are insufficient to explain the seismically observed physical proper-
ties of the Earth’s inner core. An important weight must be given to the mineralogical nature of the inner core
material in order to reconcile modeling and seismic observations. By means of the Candy Wrapper Velocity
Model and a Monte Carlo sampling phase-discrimination methodology (CWVM-MC) we demonstrate the exis-
tence of a complex polymorphic nature of iron and degree of lattice preferred orientation of the inner core
material beneath the ICB. The top 350 km of the inner core is characterized by a widespread melting-like
region with a rather low level of LPO, while only two very localized regions, namely the South America and
Western Central Pacific spots exhibit a unique freezing-like behavior with an uncommon high degree of LPO.
The latter zones are crafted by small grains of bcc iron, whereas areas of melting are instead composed by
larger grains of a more convoluted admixture of cubic and hexagonal polymorphs. The geographic positions
of the South America and the Western Central Pacific areas pair fairly well with those of the positive heat flux
features found in mantle-constrained geodynamic modeling. This finding strongly reinforces the idea that
these areas correspond to strong directional freezing, where an outward heat flux can easily texture and align
the cubic iron polymorph. A plausible explanation to such a unique and complex polymorphic pattern and
LPO distribution could rely on the subtle and very localized temperature perturbations (1024–1023 K; Jones,
2000) along the ICB, which could determine the inner core growth rate, its mineralogical composition, grain
size and the degree of lattice alignment. Due to the complex coupling between outer core convection and
heat extraction pattern at the CMB, small and entangled temperature differences can be left imprinted on the
growing inner core surface, and hence mirrored into the LPO pattern at ICB.

The inferred LPO geographical distribution might be used as a possible boundary condition on the ICB for
novel dynamo simulations. As a matter of fact, geodynamic models could explain ICB anomalies if one
imposes a fixed buoyancy flux having a certain LPO distribution and, then attempt to reproduce the various
CMB properties (Aubert et al., 2008, 2013; Olson & Deguen, 2012). Assuming an average inner core growing
rate of 5 3 1027 km/yr (Labrosse et al., 2001) and a maximum probing depth of seismic data of 350 km, we
might approximately set the age of the investigated inner core layer to 700 Myr. This clearly bounds the pro-
posed iron LPO arrangement to the younger and shallower inner core part. Thus, we do not exclude a priori
that at deeper depths there might be evidences for ancient crystallization patterns with significantly different
structures. As such, the inner core dynamics might have changed its characteristic during the Earth’s lifetime
(Turcotte & Schubert, 2002), moving from an initially more convection-type regime (i.e., lower viscosity range)
to a translation-type for the present-day higher inner core viscosity (Mizzon & Monnereau, 2013).

Finally, in view of the recently discovered self-diffusion atomic stabilization process for the cubic iron phase
(Belonoshko et al., 2017), we contemplate the possible existence of a fourth type lattice ordering mecha-
nism that might operate inside the Earth’s inner core. Such a possibility will be more appropriately investi-
gated elsewhere.
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